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Planned Parenthood educator gives
CHILDREN advice on how to acquire
their own sex toys... and how to use
vegetables and fruit as 'spicy objects'
on TikTok

Mariah Caudillo works for the Mar Monte affiliate of the pro choice organization 
Caudillo often specifically addresses youth in videos to over 418,000 followers  
One video shows 'spicy toys' can be replaced using fruits and vegetables 

By STEPHEN M. LEPORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 01:02 EST, 21 January 2023 | UPDATED: 02:51 EST, 21 January 2023

A sex educator who works for the largest chapter of Planned Parenthood also
doubles as a TikTok star who directly targets young people with how-to's on buying
sex toys and inanimate objects that can be used as a replacement.

Mariah Caudillo works for the Mar Monte affiliate of the pro choice organization and
provides sex education to over 220,000 people every year in central California and
parts of Nevada.

Caudillo often specifically addresses young people in her videos to over 418,000
followers on TikTok, @sexedfiles. 

In one video she showed that 'spicy toys' as she calls them can be replaced in a
makeshift fashion using fruits and vegetables, while in another she suggests
everything from an electric toothbrush to an X-Box controller. 
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Jeremy Renner shares photo of physical therapy session after snowplow accident
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A sex educator who works for the largest chapter of Planned Parenthood also doubles as a
TikTok star who directly targets young people with how-to's on buying sex toys and inanimate
objects that can be used as a replacement
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Caudillo has also accused sex education of being 'mostly written by white folks who
have a tendency to do the bare minimum as it relates to… acknowledging the
intersections of racial justice, social justice and reproductive justice,' according to
Fox News. 

She's also insisted that 'pleasure-based sex education can be tailored to meet the
need of the youth,' having said that in another video that age shouldn't necessarily
be the determining factor on when to start having sex.

A recurring feature of her TikTok account also includes reading aloud questions from
middle schoolers and high schoolers about sex, contraceptives and bodily
functions. 
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In one such video, she's asked if there's an appropriate age to purchase a 'spicy toy.'

Caudillo responded by saying that 'it's not illegal to buy spicy toys online, even as a
teen, which most people do. You just have to purchase them with a valid credit card,
debit card or gift card.'

She added: 'If you're curious about spicy toys, or you just want to explore what's out
there or if you want to purchase them, or one, – whatever – is to do so online. Do
keep in mind that some of these stores also have age restrictions on their website,
but like this app, people can access them anyway.' 

She also simulates using sex toys and putting condoms on an inanimate depiction of
male genitals.
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Mariah Caudillo works for the Mar Monte affiliate of the pro choice organization and provides
sex education to over 220,000 people every year in central California and parts of Nevada
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Planned Parenthood Mar Monte location in Bakersfield, California
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Caudillo, who appears to have deleted her LinkedIn page, previously worked as a
middle school educator for Planned Parenthood. 

The reveal comes during a continued focus on what public schools are teaching
young children about sex, gender and gender identity. 

Earlier Friday, the popular Libs of TikTok account noted that Planned Parenthood
funds something called 'The Rainbow Room,' a club where teachers offer support for
'discussing topics relating to LGBTQ in school.'

The account also posted a photo from a program that showed children playing with
sex toys and simulating sex acts. 

In December, it was revealed an executive director at Planned Parenthood's sex
education branch claimed that children are born 'sexual' and has called for
comprehensive sex education from kindergarten - as well as porn literacy for older
age groups.
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Executive director of Planned Parenthood's Center for Sex Education located in New Jersey,
Bill Taverner, said 'we are all sexual beings from birth to death'

Bill Taverner, who has advocated for sexuality education at US congressional
briefings, said in 2015 that 'we are all sexual beings from birth to death.'

He said: '[We have] in our society, an assumption of asexuality of people with
intellectual disabilities.

'It's a myth that's perpetuated, and really we are all sexual beings from birth until
death,' the executive director of Planned Parenthood, located in New Jersey, said.

The sentiment was echoed by Planned Parenthood, that said in a guide entitled the
'Fundamentals of Teaching Sexuality' that 'sexuality is a part of life through all the
ages and stages. 

'Babies, elders, and everyone in between can experience sexuality.'

But many have slammed Taverner's unearthed comments - saying that the ideas he
peddled in fact 'promote pedophilia.' 
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Read more:
Planned Parenthood sex educator teaches how minors can acquire 'spicy toys' or substitute with vegetables |
Fox News
www.tiktok.com/@...
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This is the last straw, I'm immediately stopping all support of Planned Parenthood.
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Paris
 

Mandy Moore gives
Instagram a behind-the-
scenes tour of her
extensive home
renovation in LA
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DON'T MISS  

The key Rust shooting
evidence that led
prosecutors to charge
Alec Baldwin with
involuntary
manslaughter that
carries a MINIMUM five-
year sentence
 

EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: Lord
Snowdon was
heartbroken over
Princess Margaret
auction when their kids
sold off 800 items four
years after her death
 

Brendan Fraser looks
trimmer than ever as
dapper star steps out
for The Whale event in
London - after scooping
Critics' Choice Best
Actor gong 
 

Lori Harvey and new
beau Damson Idris hold
hands after a romantic
sushi date... six months
after her split from
Michael B. Jordan
 

Marisa Abela
transforms into Amy
Winehouse while Jack
O'Connell plays late
singer's ex Blake
Fielder-Civil as they
recreate day she went
to rehab for biopic 
 

Victoria Beckham
looks effortlessly chic
in a grey blazer and
sheer tights as she
heads out for a
romantic date night with
husband David in Paris
 

Lala Kent and Katie
Maloney talk brewing
rift as they admit the
'vibes' have been 'off' in
their friendship 
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Julian Sands's son
joins search for father,
65, who disappeared
week ago in 'extremely
dangerous' California
mountains - but has to
abandon efforts due to
hostile weather
 

Chantel Jeffries shows
off her jaw-dropping
curves in skin-tight
leggings and matching
sports bra... while
heading to workout in
West Hollywood
 

Carla Bruni cuts a
stylish figure in a
leather jacket as she
joins Usher front row at
the Alexandre Mattiussi
show at Paris Fashion
Week
 

Intensely private Sam
Worthington shares a
VERY rare insight into
his family life with Lara
Bingle - and raves about
his wife's youthful
appearance visage: 'She
gets better with age'
 

'Stunning then,
stunning still': Coco
Austin, 43, shares a
throwback snap in a
tiny bikini from 21 years
ago when she met her
husband Ice-T, 64
 

Jennifer Lopez's
Shotgun Wedding
branded 'like White
Lotus directed by
Sylvester Stallone' in
first reviews as critics
slam 'lack of chemistry'
with Josh Duhamel
 

Beverly Hills, 90210
star Jason Priestley, 53,
looks dapper in a dark
suit at the screening of
his new film Offside:
The Harold Ballard
Story
 

Ashley Olsen wears all
black and chats on the
phone as she is spotted
in NYC for the first time
since secret wedding to
Louis Eisner
 

Sherri Shepherd
recalls how she and her
late View co-host
Barbara Walters 'could
talk about sex all day
long'... after the
journalism icon's death
at 93
 

Riverdale star Lili
Reinhart flashes her
taut abs as she models
lacy pink lingerie in
sexy new boudoir
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snapshots just in time
for Valentine's Day
 

Samara Weaving
makes her Scream
debut in trailer for the
sixth movie after star
turns in The Babysitter
and Ready or Not
 

Leslie Jordan cause of
death confirmed:
Beloved actor died of a
'sudden cardiac
dysfunction' at 67 after
a car accident in LA
 

Laura Dern and
Andrew Garfield pay
tribute to 'true legend'
acting coach Sandra
Seacat who has died
aged 86
 

EXCLUSIVE  There's
still a chance to let your
body move to the
music! Madonna to
adds ANOTHER UK date
to 40th anniversary
Celebration Tour - after
overwhelming demand
 

Oprah Winfrey covers
up in cashmere blanket
during first trip to NYC
in three years... after
Broadway date with her
BFF Gayle King
 

Zoe Kravitz keeps a
low profile in a hot pink
Sex and the City
baseball cap on first
outing since boyfriend
Channing  Tatum said
he may never marry
again
 

Class act! 'Humbled'
Emily Ratajkowski dons
violet cap and gown as
she delivers inspiring
commencement
address at Hunter
College
 

Luke Hemsworth uses
a wheelchair and
crutches as he hobbles
through LAX in a
medical boot after
suffering a mystery
injury
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Ticket to slide! Paul
McCartney's ex-wife
Heather Mills sets a new
world ski record
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11655363/Emily-Ratajkowski-dons-violet-cap-gown-delivers-commencement-address-Hunter-College.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11655407/Luke-Hemsworth-wears-medical-boot-leg-pushed-LAX-Airport-wheelchair.html
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Ralph Fiennes wraps
up in dressing gown
before changing into
bright red robes as he
films scenes for new
film Conclave in Rome
 

Outlander is renewed
for an eighth and final
season as Starz
greenlights a prequel
series focused on the
Fraser family
 

Hailey Bieber pictured
out embracing husband
Justin Bieber - as her
uncle Alec Baldwin is
charged with
involuntary
manslaughter 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ex-
assistant of My
Unorthodox Life star
Julia Haart's husband
claims he was 'on a
crusade to destroy wife'
- and HE used modeling
firm as personal slush
 

Emily Ratajkowski
looks chic in an
oversized coat as she is
seen in NYC... amid
claims she is still
romancing comedian
Eric Andre
 

Robert Pattinson once
ate only POTATOES for
two weeks to lose
weight - as The Batman
star says he tried 'every
fad except consistency'
and calls out 'insidious'
diets

Jared Leto is set to
lead legacy sequel Tron:
Ares years after he was
first attached... while
Maleficent filmmaker
Joachim Rønning is in
talks to direct

'An actor doesn't get
free pass': Rust
prosecutor tears into
Alec Baldwin saying he
DID pull the trigger and
reveals he could face
minimum of FIVE
YEARS in prison
 

RHOBH's Kyle
Richards undergoes an
electric current facial to
keep her looking 'as
young as' possible
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Kylie Jenner's best
friend Anastasia
'Stassie' Karanikolaou
heats up social media
with her latest bikini
pinup photos: 'Couldn't
be happier'
 

Aaron Paul reprises
his Breaking Bad
character Jesse
Pinkman in teaser for
PopCorners' Super
Bowl spot also starring
Bryan Cranston
 

Aaron Carter benefit
concert raises $150k for
children's mental health
charity - with Nick
Carter performing
tribute song to tragic
star
 

EXCLUSIVE  Rita Ora
puts on a leggy display
in an orange metallic
mini dress as she
prepares to film The
Masked Singer - after
teasing new single You
Only Love Me
 

Nicky Hilton is now a
model! Paris Hilton's
younger sister shows
off a Valentino suit and
purse while in a
BATHROOM at The
Plaza Hotel in NYC
 

Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit announces
brunette bombshell
Melissa Wood-
Tepperberg, 40, as their
newest Rookie for the
2023 issue
 

Kim Kardashian looks
like a 'bombshell' as she
showcases her lustrous
raven hair in thick
waves while rocking a
casual ensemble
 

Trainwreck director
Judd Apatow is set to
host the DGA Awards
for a fourth time: 'I am
so honored'
 

Vanessa Bryant
wishes daughter Natalia
a happy 20th birthday...
days before the three-
year anniversary of
husband Kobe Bryant's
death

'I didn't know if she
would make it': Priyanka
Chopra poses with her
daughter Malti Marie for
British Vogue as she
speaks out on
surrogacy and her
preterm birth  
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Bethenny Frankel, 52,
flashes toned legs in a
mini dress as she holds
onto Maksim
Chmerkovskiy... after
bonding over helping
war-torn Ukraine
 

Kim Kardashian's
daughter North West
makes hilarious faces
over having to take a
math test in new TikTok
 

'It is a comfort to the
family that no one is
above the law': Halyna
Hutchins' family say
they support Alec
Baldwin being charged
with involuntary
manslaughter
 

Vino-to-go! Kourtney
Kardashian and beau
Travis Barker carry
glasses of red wine to
their car after dinner
with Addison Rae - but
couple risk breaking law
with backseat drinking
 

Hilaria Baldwin puts
on a brave face  in $300
slippers and dripping in
diamonds - as husband
Alec is to be charged
with involuntary
manslaughter over Rust
shooting

'They're both great':
Susan Sarandon gives
her blessing to Amanda
Seyfried and Evan
Rachel Wood as Thelma
and Louise in their
Broadway musical
 

The MANY changing
faces of Kim
Kardashian: As Cardi B
hints the 42-year-old
reality star HAS had
surgery after years of
denials - here's what
experts think... 
 

Cindy Crawford, 56,
twirls in a $698 floral
frock to celebrate the
sun in Malibu after
weeks of torrential rain
 

American Idol star CJ
Harris' cause of death
revealed as heart attack
aged 31 - nine years
after finishing in sixth
place on the show
 

Usher looks dapper in
all-black outfit as he
shows off bright red
hairdo at Amiri show
during Paris Fashion
Week
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Bones And All actress
Taylor Russell stuns in
a strapless gown for
Harper's Bazaar as she
shares smart actresses
'evolve throughout the
decades'
 

Jennifer Lopez says
blended family with
husband Ben Affleck is
full of 'blessings'... even
as she 'suffers in
silence' to balance work
and family
 

'A miracle!': Pamela
Anderson says it is
crazy that the two sons
she had with Tommy
Lee turned out so well
considering their 'gene
pool'
 

'If I thought I was
responsible I would've
killed myself': How Alec
Baldwin broke down in
tears during infamous
interview, failed to
apologize for killing
Rust cinematographer
 

Lucy Hale, 33,
mentions ex Skeet
Ulrich, 52, as she talks
ages of men she has
romanced adding she
prefers them older
because there's 'no
bulls**t'
 

Gossip Girl
CANCELED by HBO
Max: Streamer ditches
reboot and scuttles
third season after it was
branded a 'stunning
failure' by critics
 

'This is amazing!': All
Quiet On The Western
Front star Felix
Kammerer thrilled after
German war film
received 14 BAFTA
nominations
 

Alec Baldwin launched
his OWN legal battle
against Rust crew
before decision to
charge him with
involuntary
manslaughter
 

'He is cosplaying a
different career every
other week': Brooklyn
Beckham is mocked
after making yet another
profession change to
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